The Darkest Hour for Nation States and for National Sovereignty is every time the
clock strikes 12 and every hour in between.
Yes! The EU is indeed such a total enemy to all that we patriots hold dear. Thank
God and St George for Brexit.
Meanwhile the poor Greeks suffer ever more under the iron heel of Brussels. [Ed]
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------THE GREEKS AND THE FRENCH TOGETHER DEMONSTRATED IN PARIS
AGAINST THE EU PLANNED OLICY OF DEMOLITION OF NATIONAL
SOVEREIGNTY AND EACH OFTHE NATION STATES OF EU MEMBERS

Press Release by Georgia Bitakou
What happened a few weeks ago in Paris towards the end of March 2018 there
occurred well supported demonstrations which should be repeated in Italy,
Spain, Portugal and in all other European countries that are under the yoke of
bureaucratic non democratic forces of globalisation. These EU forces are hell
bent upon abolishing national sovereignty and freedoms.
These are the objects of the policies of the New Order. They include the
violation of human rights, of International law, of the Human Rights Charter,
Constitutions of member States.
Included also are the selling of companies of strategic importance to buyers who
are US multinationals. There then follows: unemployment, the auctioning of
private property, the loss of national sovereignty and more: all are issues that
threaten European traditions and structures and also crush the freedoms, rights
and dignity of European citizens.

Only through democratic sovereign unity, can the People not only face but
oppose the catastrophic consequences of the greedy neo-liberal model that has
as the vital objective of transferring the wealth so garnered to global oligarchs
whilst condemning to increasing economic poverty the remaining population.
Poor devastated Greece!

This Paris Demonstration
In the Place de Nation in Paris, representatives of the French Movements,
including Sylvain Baron, Karel Vereycken and Lucien Pons, expressed their
admiration for Greece while recognizing the treachery that trapped the Greek
people by illegal debts. They also expressed their certainty that the same plans
will gradually be implemented in their own country, France.
On behalf of the Greek movements, Leonidas Chrysanthopoulos Ambassador
ad.h. and member of the provisional political Secretariat of "The Front for a Free
Greece" underlined that the public debt of Greece had risen inexorably from
124% to now reach 185%, as a percentage of GNP/GDP. [Gross National or
Domestic Product]
Leonidas mentioned the substantial increased death rate in Greece since the
bail outs.. It has soared from 60.000 per year before the crisis to more than
double at 123.700 p.a.
Leonidas spoke about unemployment which has gone up 6 times. It has soared
from 10% to almost 60% in real figures. The result has seen about 800.000
Greeks emigrate.
Greece, although a vassal EU state, cannot even be considered as a colony of
Germany, since the colonial powers defended militarily their colonies. The
Germans totally fail to defend Greece from Turkey or other outside threats.
The Historical Context.
A Professor of Sociology in Paris and representative of the "Platform of
Political Dialogue of the Greeks of the Diaspora", Christina Komi, made a
useful historical reference from the years when Kapodistrias was assassinated

by foreign powers and Greece was rendered to the Bavarian crown. In this
context, she also mentioned the Greek civil war, fomented by foreign powers
after WWII, which led Greece to join NATO at the beginning of the 50's.
She further underlined the gradual de-industrialisation of Greece, its destruction
of agricultural development and the decrease of incomes that followed after
Greece joined the EEC in 1981.
Finally she spoke out against giving the name of Macedonia to Skopje, an act
that usurps Greek history and could lead to a territorial dismemberment of
Greece. This issue has undermined the territorial integrity of Greece following
the falsification of history through this Macedonian issue.

Finally the jurist and journalist Georgia Bitakou, founding member of the
resistance Movement for the restoration of Democracy, the Constitution and
National Sovereignty [known as "DIEXODOS"] made reference to the

unconstitutionality of the EU loan agreements with Greece, the freezing of
Democracy, which was essentially forfeited and made ineffective when the result
of the Greek 2015 referendum was ignored.
Handing over Greek national sovereignty to the German and other EU lenders
with its disastrous results has led to genocide of the Greek Nation and all its
peoples.
It has also undermined its territorial integrity by the questioning of the Lausanne
Treaty attempted by Tayip Erdogan .Turkey has violated International law by
ramming a Greek naval boat, by blocking and preventing an Italian oil rig from
exploring for oil in the exclusive economic zone of Cyprus and by ambushing
two Greek military personnel who illegally have been arrested and are now
prisoners in the high security prisons of Adrianoupolis (Edirne).
Georgia Bitakou underlined the facts that the submissive governments in
Greece of the last ten years which functioned exclusively as EU puppets of the
New World Order were to blame.
Georgia Bitakou closed her speech by reciting stanzas of the inspirer of the
Greek War of Independence, Rigas Belestinlis, from the patriotic hymn
"Thourios" and quoting the French philosopher Albert Camus who said "the only
way to surpass the illogical is by revolt".
Refugees into the EU
An appeal to the international community to help the new wave of refugees
created by Turkish barbarism was made by the President of the Committee of
Solidarity for Afrin of Paris, Alain Nazmi Joseph, who described the horrible
conditions under which his 250,000 compatriots are living and that the survivors
cannot return to their homes. They are within occupation zones, where warring
forces have planted mine fields.
The demonstration ended with the promise that the peoples of France and
Greece, two nations of revolution, will unite their forces for the respect of basic
humanitarian principles, freedom, sovereignty and the nation state.
March 25, 2018*
* Bitakou launched an appeal to the Greek people on the13 April 2018 calling for
demonstrations in Syntagma Square Athens on the 13 of May for the liberation of the two
Greek soldiers jailed in Turkey and for the restoration of democracy in Greece.

